Summary
Flash Crowds also referred as hot spots, is an outcome of a sudden, instantaneous peak in the network traffic requesting an online object. During this time, due to the massive number of requests for the object, the object eventually becomes unavailable due to the inefficiency of the present internet structure to scalably deliver the object to all users requesting for it.
A peer-to-peer (P2P) Randomized Overlays to Obviate Flash-crowd Symptoms(PROOFS) [2] is presented to efficiently locate and deliver objects during hot spots. PROOFS constitutes two protocols Construct Overlay and LocateObject. The first one to construct a randomized overlay network with clients that will be participating in P2P protocol and the second one to retrieve the desired objects among the clients that form an overlay network constructed by the first protocol. The two protocols are explained and analyzed how they are efficient for flash crowds in the following section.
Design of PROOFS

ConstructOverLay
When a client wants to join the PROOFS system, it first contacts a bootstrap server to obtain a initial list of neighbors. The P2P overlay can be viewed as a directed graph where there is one-way communication between two nodes A and B i.e. if B is a neighbor of A, then A can communicate with B, but viceversa is not possible. And, there is a fixed bound C on the maximum number of neighbors that a client can have. The overlay is assumed to be randomized by the fact that the clients continually perform a shuffle operation. The shuffle is an exchange of a subset of neighbors between a pair clients which can be initiated by any client in the overlay network. Based on a set of rules, certain neighbors of each of the client participating in the shuffle operation are replaced by the other client's neighbors. And, at the end of the shuffle, the directed edge between the two clients is reversed. This is done to make sure that at any point of time, all the clients are reachable by all other clients in the overlay network. Thus, shuffling ensures that the overlay network formed by ConstructOverLay protocol is well-mixed and randomized in terms of the neighbors connected to any given client at any point of time.
LocateObject
A client participating in the overlay network, when desires to retrieve an object initiates a query with the following information.
• Object: Description of the object being searched for.
• TTL: Maximum number of allowed hops before terminating the query in case the object is not found. The TTL is decremented at every client that receives the request and doesn't contain the object.
• Fanout: The value f , which indicates that the number of neighbors each client should forward the request in case it doesn't have the requested object. The neighbors are chosen randomly and the request is forwarded if the TTL is non-negative.
• Return Address: The address of the client that initiated the request, to facilitate direct communication once the object is located.
If the client that initiated the request doesn't receive a copy within a certain period of time, the client re-initiates the request by incrementing the TTL by one.
Thus by implementing the above two protocols, PROOFS ensures timely delivery of web objects in case of flash crowds. The following section explains the robustness of PROOFS in various scenarios.
Robustness
Given that the overlay network created using ConstructOverlay protocol results in a directed graph, the following issues need to be addressed.
• Graph Partitioning
The overlay network is partitioned if there exists two clients n1 and n2 which are not reachable from each other i.e., there is no directed path between them. The reason for such an occurrence is the result of shuffling process. But if the underlying undirected graph is not partitioned then with probability 1, after a series of shuffling operations, a directed path will be formed between n1 and n2. Thus, the design of PROOFS ensures that even if there exists a partition in the directed graph, eventually PROOFS will heal the partition.
• Joins/Leaves The clients participating in the overlay network dynamically join and leave the network. This will result in graph partitioning. But, due to the robustness of PROOFS, it's been seen by simulation that at least 95% of the time, the average reachability equals one, which implies all clients are able to reach all other clients.
• Non-cooperating Clients The three basic means by which a client can behave as non cooperating are Query-only, Tunneling and Mute. Using PROOFS, the client's queries are successful even when the fraction of non-cooperating clients is as high as 0.5. Except in the case of mute, a client's query is successful 99.5% of the time. Also, the fraction of clients finding the documents doesn't degrade with the increase in the fraction of non-cooperating clients present.
Strengths
1. PROOFS, a P2P randomized overlay to obviate flash crowds, is a promising architecture which is simple, scalable and also robust in nature.
2. The shuffle process proposed in the ConstructOverlay protocol ensures that the overlay network is randomized and also helps the network to heal from the partitions in the directed graph unless the underlying undirected network is partitioned.
3. The PROOFS design is robust, in that the clients' queries are successful 95% of the time even when the fraction of non-cooperating clients is 0.5. Also, in the case of clients dynamically joining and leaving the network, the average reachability is one for at least 95% of the time.
4. Though the experiments have been performed on a few thousands of clients, the analysis in [1] shows scalability of PROOFS design into the millions.
Issues Unanswered
1. It is not specified how often a client should perform the shuffle process proposed in ConstructOverlay protocol.
If it is done in fixed intervals of time, then suppose a client which is performing shuffle operation receives a request for an object, then should it finish the shuffle operation before responding to the request or should it abort the shuffle and continue after serving the request.
The frequency of shuffle should be a function of total number of clients participating in the P2P, number of neighbors and the request rate of the desired object. The shuffle process should not be performed frequently, so that the clients are busy just shuffling and at the same time should not be performed rarely which will result in losing the randomized property of the overlay.
2. The bootstrap server forms a very important part of the PROOFS architecture.It is mentioned that it maintains a finite-sized cache of users that have recently joined the overlay. There is no clear explanation on how the boot strap server is maintained in case of node failures, nodes leaving the network. As the random structure of the overlay network is mainly dependent on neighboring set that a client gets from the boot strap server, the criteria on which the boot strap server selects the neighboring nodes is an important consideration.
3. The more the randomness of the overlay network, the higher is the performance of PROOFS. For the experiments conducted using 2000 clients, it is considered that the shuffling process should proceed for half hour to ensure the randomness of the "overlay" network. How this is valid if we have huge number of nodes i.e., in terms of millions and how long it takes for the overlay network to "randomize" itself. This time is a crucial parameter when serving the flash crowds, as hot spots are meant to present for some couple of hours.
4. When does a node decides to use the PROOFS system is still an open question?. Also, for the experimental results presented, it is not specified how many copies of the desired object are initially considered to be present before a client requests PROOFS for the object. The number of copies present initially might have major impact on the performance of PROOFS.
5. When constructing the randomized overlay network, if the proximity metric is also taken into consideration, it may yield in faster search results.
